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Abstract

We consider packet-switched lightwave WDM networks with stations equipped with

tunable transmitters and fixed receivers. Access to each of the available channels is

controlled by a weighted TDM scheme, whereby the channels are not necessarily shared

equally among the various sources. While previous work focused on the throughput char

acteristics of such schemes, in this paper we study the problem of designing TDM frames

to minimize the mean packet delay, as well as the mean packet loss probability given a

finite buffer capacity. The corresponding optimization problems are shown to be hard

allocation problems, and heuristics to obtain near-optimal solutions are developed. For

(potentially non-uniform) communication patterns common to parallel and distributed

computations, oUI approach represents a significant improvement over I-TDMA*. In

addition, the margin of improvement increases with the size of the network.



1 Introduction
",

Wave division multiplexing (WDM) is currently believed to be the most promising technology

for implementing a new generation of computer communication networks that fully exploit

the vast information-carrying capacity of single-mode fiber [10]. By carving the bandwidth of

the optical medium into multiple concurrent channels, each on a different wavelength, WDM

has the potential of delivering an aggregate throughput that can be in the order Terabits

per second. At the same time, WDM has introduced a new set of media-access problems, on

which a great deal of recent research hasbeen devoted. In this paper we focus on one of the

candidate network architectures, namely tli;shigle-hop systems (see [17] for an overview).

As their name implies, single-hop networks provide one hop communication between any

source-destination pair, by allowing the various stations to select any of the available channels

for packet transmission/reception. Access to the channels can be based on a reservation

scheme that requires the use of one [11, 16, 4, 5] or more [14] separate control channels

(the last reference also contains a performance comparison of some of the schemes that have

appeared in the literature). Alternatively, a hybrid WDM-TDM approach may be employed,

in which case the bandwidth of each channel may be preallocated to each of the sources by

means of a transmission schedule that indicates the slots in which the various stations may

access the available channels [6, 2].

This work explores the delay and packet loss probability behavior of transmission sched

ules. In particular, we are interested in developing schedules that will have good performance

under the (potentially non-uniform) traffic patterns one expects to encounter in realistic par

allel and distributed computing environments. Because of the complexity of the resulting

optimization problems, a large part of our work is devoted to developing heuristics that (a)

construct schedules to achieve near-optimal mean queue length, and (b) allocate the buffer

capacity of each station to the various channels to attain an acceptable packet loss proba

bility. Numerical results to be presented indicate that the performance gains over I-TDMA*

[2] are significant, and increase with the size of the network.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the essential

features of our system, and in Section 3 we show how to select the minimum frame length

to ensure stability. A heuristic for the problem of minimizing the mean packet delay across

the network is developed in Section 4. Section 5 addresses the problem of how to allocate
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the finite buffer capacity at each station to minimize the packet loss probability. We present

numerical results in Section 6, and summarize our work in Section 7.

2 System Model

We consider a network of N stations, each equipped with one receiver and one transmit

ter, interconnected through an optical broadcast medium that can support C wavelengths,

A1' A2' · · · , AC. Each wavelength can be-considered as a channel 1 operating at a data rate

accessible by the electronic interfaces at ....each station, say a few Gigabits per second. In

order to access the various channels, the stations must employ tunable transmitters and/or

receivers. For simplicity, in this paper we will only consider systems with tunable trans

mitters and fixed receivers; all our results can be easily extended to systems with tunable

receivers.

We let A(i) E {A1' ... ' Ac}, denote the wavelength assigned to the fixed receiver of station

1,; in other words, i may only receive packets transmitted on channel A(i). The tunable

transmitters at each station, on the other hand, are lasers that can be tuned to, and transmit

on any and all wavelengths Ac ' C = 1, ... , C. An important parameter in such a system is

the tuning delay, or the time it takes a transmitter to tune from one wavelength to another.

The tuning delay may vary with the transmitters and/or the wavelength pairs.

The network operates in a slotted mode, with a slot time equal to the packet transmission

time plus the maximum tuning delay; the maximum is taken over all transmitters and all

wavelength pairs. All stations are synchronized to the slot boundaries [21]. A collision

will occur if two or more transmitters access the same channel in a given slot. All packets

involved in a collision are considered lost, and recovery is assumed to take place via a higher

level protocol.

We define a, as the probability that a new packet arrives at station i during a slot time.

We also let Pij denote the probability that a packet arriving at station i has station i as its

destination, and ~j Pij == 1. Thus, ~ == [(TiPij] is the matrix of externally offered traffic, in

units of packets per slot.

IThroughout this paper we will use the terms "wavelength" and "channel" interchangeably.
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2.1 Channel Sharing

If the number of wavelengths, G, is equal to the number of stations, N 2, the fixed receiver

at each station i is assigned a unique wavelength, A(i) E {AI,... , Ac }, or home channel.

Consequently, total optical self-routing [2, 7] is achieved, as a station only receives packets

destined to itself. While optical self-routing is clearly a desirable feature, technical considera

tions make it difficult to achieve. Current WDM technology supports only a small number of

wavelengths in a single mode fiber, and self-routing architectures are unsuitable for anything

but trivial networks. On the other hand, in order to keep channel utilization at high levels

and take full advantage of the optical bandwidth, the maximum tuning delay should only

constitute a small fraction of the slot time. However, there is a tradeoff between the tuning

range and tuning speed in state of the art tunable lasers and optical filters [3]; in other

words, the fastest tunable transceivers may only tune over a small portion of the optical

bandwidth. Even if a large number of wavelengths was available within a fiber, the need to

employ very fast tunable optical transceivers would limit the actual number of channels that

can be accessed. To allow for network scalability 3, all the techniques developed in this work

are applicable in the general case, i.e., for a number of wavelengths less than or equal to the

number of stations.

Whenever C < N, a number of receivers have to be assigned the same wavelength, and

share a single channel Ac , C = 1, ... , C. We let Rc ' a subset of {I, ... , N}, denote the set of

receivers that share channel Ac '

{j I A(j) == Ac } c == 1, ... , C (1)

For the moment, we will assume that Rc are given for all Ac ; how these sets may be determined

using some optimality criteria has been discussed in detail in [19], and is repeated, for the

sake of completeness, in Appendix A.

Note that a station JERe will receive all packets transmitted on channel Ac:, and will

have to filter out those addressed to stations j' E R., j' =I j. Thus, only partial self-routing

is achieved. On the other hand, these networks have a limited multicast capability [20], i.e.,

2With one transceiver per station, at most N channels may be accessed during any given slot, thus we

do not consider the case C > N.
3The maximum number of stations in the network u limited by the power budget [12]; what is implied is

that it should not be wavelength-limited
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a packet transmitted on .Ae may reach any subset of stations in Rc. We now define

U· ~p..
I L...J "

jeRe
i == 1, ... ,N, c == 1, ... ,C (2)

as the probability that a packet with destination j E R, arrives at i within a slot. We also

assume that each station has C buffers, one for storing packets that need to be transmitted

on a particular channel. Having C separate queues eliminates the head of line effects of a

single buffer, and helps to drastically improve the throughput and delay characteristics as

demonstrated in [2] for I-TDMA* 4. We-also assume that the buffer for channel X, at station

i has a capacity of Lie packets; packets arriving to find a full buffer are lost.

2.2 Transrnlssion Schedules

Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) is a well-known media access scheme. The Interleaved

TDMA (1-TDMA*) protocol [2] is an extension of TDM over a multi-channel environment.

In 1-TDMA*, time slots are grouped into frames of N or N - 1 slots (depending on whether

C < N or C :=: N, respectively), and each station has a chance to transmit on each chan

nel exactly once per frame. Intuitively, I-TDMA* will have very good performance under

uniform traffic (i.e., when a; = Ulc,Pij == PIcl 'V i,j,k,l). It is expected, however, and will

be demonstrated later, that its performance will degrade under non-uniform traffic loads

one expects to encounter in realistic distributed and parallel computing environments [8].

Here, we are concerned with weighted TDM schemes, a generalization of 1-TDMA*, whereby

stations do not share the channels equally.

In a weighted TDM scheme each frame consists of M 2: N slots. Within each frame,

source i is allowed to transmit on channel Ae in exactly aie(M) slots, 1 ::; aie(M) ::; M. In

these slots, i may transmit a packet to any station 5, j E Rc , with a receiver listening on

wavelength Ac • A transmission schedule indicates, for all i and c, which slots within a frame

can be used for transmissions from i on wavelength Ae , and can be described by the variables

4Note that a station does not need to support C distinct buffers; one physical buffer is sufficient. Packets

to be transmitted on the same wavelength may be appropriately linked to give the appearance of C buffers.

50r subset of stations, for a multicast packet.
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Frame

d~ ---.
Ie

Figure 1: Definition of ~:) for k = 1, ... ,aic(M)

S!;),t = 1, 2, ... , M, called permissions, and defined as

{
I , if station i has permission to transmit on channel Ac in slot t

0, otherwise (3)

Obviously, aic(M) = L:~1 S!:). For k = 1,2, ... ,aic(M), we let ~:) denote the distance, in

slots, between the beginning of the k-th slot that i has permission to transmit on Ac ' and

the beginning of the next such slot, in the same or the next frame (see Figure 1).

Definition 1 A schedule of frame length M provides full connectivity in the strong sense

iff it satisfies the following three conditions:

qic > 0 => aic(M) ~ 1 Vi, c (4)

c
LS~) < 1 V i, t (5)
c=l

N
LS~t) 1 Ve,t (6)se
i=l

Condition (4) specifies that, if the traffic originating at station i and terminating at

stations listening on wavelength Ac is nonzero, then there is at least one slot per frame in

which i may transmit on wavelength Ac • This guarantees full connectivity among the network

stations. Constraint (5) requires that each station be given permission to transmit on at

most one channel within a slot t. Finally, constraint (6) implies that exactly one source may

transmit on a given channel within a slot t. The last two constraints guarantee a collision-free

operation.

Definition 2 A schedule of frame length M provides full connectivity in the weak sense iff
it satisfies (4).
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Schedules providing full connectivity in the weak sense do not guarantee collision-free

operation, but may be defined for very short frame lengths. As a result, it has been shown

[18, 19] that these schedules may significantly improve the overall network performance in

terms of both throughput and response collection cost [1]. Techniques to construct such

schedules were developed in [18, 19]. Since these techniques may directly be applied to this

work, in this paper we will focus on schedules which provide full connectivity in the strong

sense. By summing over all t == 1, ... , M, constraints (5) and (6) imply that the following

two conditions hold:
c -_

E aic(¥)r- ,.~ M V i
c=l

J.V

Eaic(M) = M V C

i=l

(7)

(8)

The first condition specifies that a source may not be given permission to transmit in more

than M slots within a frame, while the second requires that exactly M slots contain per

missions for transmission on each channel. In [18, Appendix B] it has been shown that (7)

and (8) are also sufficient for constructing a schedule that satisfies (5) and (6), leading to

the following corollary:

Corollary 1 A schedule of frame length M providing full connectivity in the strong sense

exists iff (4), (7), and (8) are satisfied.

I-TDMA* is a special case of such a schedule with M = N (for C < N) or M = N - 1

(for C = N), and aic(M) = 1 V i, c.

Figure 2 illustrates the schedules providing full connectivity in the strong sense for a

network with N = 4 stations and C = 2 wavelengths. Channel Al is shared by the receivers

of stations 1 and 3 (R1 = {I, 3}), while channel A2 is shared by the receivers of stations 2 and

4 (R2 = {2,4}). Figure 2(a) shows the I-TDMA* schedule, whereby each station is given

exactly one permission within a frame to transmit on each channel. Figure 2(b) shows one

possible weighted TDM schedule which gives a different number of permissions per frame to

each source-channel pair. Also note that no collisions are possible under either schedule.
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...-- Frame --. Frame •

(a) I-TOMA * (b) Weighted TOM schedule

Figure 2: (a) 1-TDMA*, and (b) weighted schedule providing full connectivity in the st~ong

sense, for a network with N = 4, C == 2,.jll == {I, 3}, R2 == {2,4}

-- ,- /. ,.

3 Selecting the Frame Length to Insure Stability

Let us now suppose that the C buffers at each station have infinite capacity (Lie == 00 V i, c),

and that the sets, Rc ' of stations sharing channel Ac have been decided upon. Observe that

the buffers for distinct source-destination pairs do not interact, and thus are independent.

Consequently, if the frame length is M, the following condition is necessary and sufficient

for stability 6 [15]:
(9)

The above requires that the number of slots within a frame in which station i is permitted to

transmit on channel Ac be greater than the number of packets destined to a receiver listening

on Ac that are expected to arrive at station i during a number of slots equal to the frame

length. As we shall see, the poor performance of I-TDMA* under non-uniform traffic loads

arises from its failure to satisfy the above condition, even in situations when the load offered

to each channel is less than 1.

We now define bic(M) and !ic(M) such that:

(10)

Therefore, bic(M) + 1 is a lower bound on aic(M) if the stability condition (9) is to be

satisfied:
(11)

6Note that, because of (8), (9) implies that l:~1 qic < 1 V c, i.e., that the load offered to each channel

is less than 1. The latter, in turn, implies that l:~1 tTi < C, or that the total offered load does not exceed

the network capacity.
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Because of (7) and (8) the following two conditions must hold:

c
L(bic(M) +1) < M V i
c=l

N

L(bic(M) + 1) ~ M V C

i=l

(12)

(13)

However, since fic(M) < 1, it is easy to see that, unless M is sufficiently large, (12)

and/or (13) may be violated, making it impossible to have baic(M) ~ bic(M) + 1 as required

by 9 and 10. We now show how to select M so that (12) and (13) are satisfied.
,- - ~

Transmissions To A Channel. Consider channel Ac , and select a frame length, M;, such

that:

< M' - N ¢:}- c M' >e

N
(14)

For this frame length, M~, we get 'using (10):

N N N

L bic(M~) ::; M~ L qic ~ M; - N ¢:} L(bic(M;) + 1) <
i=l i=l i=l

M'e (15)

Thus, by selecting M' 2: maxc{M~} we ensure that (13) is satisfied.

Transmissions From A Station. By proceeding as above, we consider source i and select

a frame length MI' such that

c
MI' L qic <

c=l

We now have for source i:

M~' - C {:} M~' >1 ,

c c
(16)

c c
L bic(M:') :::; MI'L qic :::; M;' - C <=>
i=l c=l

c
E(bic(MI') + 1)
c=l

< M~'- , (17)

Thus, frame length M" 2: maJCi{M;'} ensures that (12) is satisfied. Obviously, in order

to satisfy both (12) and (13), M has to be selected as

M 2: max{ M' , Mil}

8
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4 Minimization of the Average Packet Delay

We now turn our attention to the issue of constructing schedules such that the average

packet delay over all source-channel pairs is minimized. Thus, we are seeking a solution to

the following optimization problem.

Problem 1 Given the number of stations, N, the number of available wavelengths, C, and

the traffic parameters, UiPij, i,j == 1, ... , N, find a schedule such that the network-wide

average packet delay is minimized, assuming that buffers of infinite capacity are available at

each station. .- ,-

There are three dimensions to this problem 7:

• the sets of receivers, Rc , sharing wavelength Ac , C == 1, ... , C, must be constructed,

• the number of slots per frame, aic(M), allocated to each source-channel pair (i, Ac ) must

be obtained, and

• a way of placing the aic(M) slots within the frame, for all i, Ac, must be determined.

A similar problem was addressed in [13] for a single-channel network, and it was shown

that the optimization yields a very hard allocation problem. The corresponding multi

channel optimization problem is expected to be even harder as the minimization is over

all possible partitions of the set of receivers, {I, 2, ... , N}, into sets Rc, c = 1, ... , C. Our

approach, then, is to first present a heuristic to obtain near-optimal schedules assuming that

sets Rc are known. The issue of constructing these sets to achieve load balancing is addressed

in Appendix A.

Recall that the buffers for each source-channel pair are independent; therefore, if we

consider each channel in isolation, all the results obtained in [13] will be applicable. We now

review these results, which provide a lower bound on the multi-channel problem, giv~n a

partition of {I, ... ,N} into sets R;

Consider channel Ac ; it has been shown that the average packet delay is minimized when:

7This is just a logical decomposition of the optimization problem. The order in which the three subprob

lems are presented is irrelevant as the subproblems are interdependent, and an exact solution method would

simultaneously resolve all of them.
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• The percentage of time station i is permitted to transmit on channel Ae: is [13, Eq. (3.3)]

(19)

• For each source, i, the aie:( M) permissions for i to transmit on channel Ae: are equally

spaced within the frame, i.e.,

Vi:
1

k = 1, ... ,aic(M) (20)

"-.

Note that Xie: and die: are independent ofM. Given a frame length, M, satisfying (18),

we assign a number of slots to the source-channel pair (i, Ac ) such that 8:

(21)

and constraints (7) and (8) hold.

4.1 Slot Allocation

Once aic(M) have been determined for all i and Ac ' we need to construct the schedule so that

the permissions assigned to each source-channel pair are placed within the frame according

to (20). However, this is not feasible in general, even in the single-channel case, as die

may not be integers. Even if they are, scheduling the transmissions between all sources

and channels in equally spaced slots may violate constraints (5) and (6). To overcome this

problem, a golden-ratio policy was developed in [13], which requires that the frame length

be a Fibonacci number. It was also shown that this policy places the various permissions

within the frame in intervals close to the ones dictated by (20), and, as a result, it achieves

an average packet delay very close to the lower bound.

Our approach is to use the golden ratio policy to place the permissions within each channel

independently of the others. This, however, may result in allocations that violate (5). In

other words, considering channels in isolation may cause a source to be assigned to transmit

on two or more channels in the same slot. If this occurs, we must rearrange the schedule to

remove these violations (recall that, from Corollary 1, this is always possible, since aic(M)

satisfy both (7) and (8), and thus, a schedule providing full connectivity in the strong sense

8Because of (11), we may not use LMzi;J as a lower bound for a;c(M), as that may be equal to bic(M).
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always exists). To this end, we use algorithm REARRANGE, described in [19], with a worst
case complexity of O(N2 M 2 ) .

We now propose the following Slot Allocation Heuristic.

Slot Allocation Heuristic (SAH)

1. If G < N, use the Weight Balancing Heuristic (WBH, see Appendix A) to determine

the set of receivers, Rc, c == 1, ... ,C, that share each channel.

2. Select the smaJlest Fibonacci numb-er, M, that satisfies (18), and obtain aic(M) from

(21) so that (7) and (8) hold. - - r

3. Let c == 1, and use the golden ratio policy [13] to place the aic(M), i == 1, ... , N, slots

in a frame for transmissions on channel Ac • Repeat for c == 2, ... ,C to obtain an initial

schedule, So(M).

4. Run algorithm REARRANGE, described in [19], to perturb So, producing a schedule,

S(M), satisfying constraints (5) and (6).

5. Repeat Steps 2 through 4 for the next Fibonacci number, up to an upper limit, Mmcu:.

Select the frame length, M, and schedule, S(M), that yields the lowest average delay.

5 Minimization of the Packet Loss Probability

In the previous section we presented a heuristic to minimize the average packet delay, assum

ing that the each station has C infinite-size queues. Typically, however, the total number of

buffers available at each station, which we will denote by Li,maz, is finite. The problem that

arises then, and which we will address in this section, is now described.

Problem 2 Given the number of stations, N, the number of available wavelengths, 0, the

traffic parameters, (TiPij, i,i = 1, ... ,N, and the mazimum number of buffers at each station,

Li,maz, i = 1, ... , N, (a) find a schedule, and (b) for all stations i, determine the buffer size,

Lie, for packets waiting for transmission on channel Ae , so that L:~=1 Lie = Li,maz, and the

network-wide probability of packet loss is minimized.
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Thus, in addition to the three subproblems that comprise Problem 1, the Li,mtUI buffers at

each station have to be optimally partitioned into C queues. Recall, however, that a solution

to Problem 1 minimizes the average packet delay, or, equivalently, the eepected queue size of

the C N buffers. We conjecture that, regardless of the buffer sizes, Lie V i, c, the packet loss

probability is minimized when the conditions specified by (19) and (20) are satisfied. Our

approach, then, WILL be to assume that the schedule for Problem 2 will be constructed as

discussed in the previous section, and will then consider how to partition the buffers at each

station so as to minimize the packet loss probability.

5.1 Analysis

We now derive a lower bound for the packet loss probability. This lower bound is based on

the observation that the mean queue length for the source-channel pair (i, ~c) is minimized

when die in (20) is integer, and i is assigned to transmit on ,\C in slots which are exactly die

slots apart. Since the buffers for each source-channel pair are independent, we may consider

pair (i, Ac ) in isolation.

We observe the system at the instants just before the beginning of slots in which i may

transmit on Ac • Consider the l-th such slot. We define r~)(n, Lie) as the probability that i

has n packets in its buffer (of size Lie) for Ae at the beginning of the I-th slot, 0 ~ n ~ Lie.

We also define Pic(v) as the probability that v packets for Ac arrive at i in the die slots

between the beginning of the l-th slot and the beginning of the (1 + l)-th slot:

(
die ) V(l- . )die-Vs; q,e ,
V

0, otherwise

(22)

Pic(> v), the probability that more than v packets arrive at i in the die slots can be similarly

defined.

i will have n, n == 1, ... , Lie - 1, packets for Ac at the beginning of the l-th slot if (a) i

had n + 1 packets at the beginning of slot 1 - 1, transmitted one on Ac in the (I - l}th

slot, and no packets arrived since, and (b) i had n - v packets, transmitted one, and v + 1

packets arrived 9. Similar observations can be made for r~)(Lic' Li.J. We can then write the

9Except when v = n, in which case we require that n packets arrive. In (23) this case is covered by using

min{n, 'V + 1}.
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following set of recursive equations for 1 == 2,3, e e ..

r~~\n, Lie) = r~~-l)(n +1, Lic)Pic(O)
n

+ :E r~-l)(n - v, Lic)Pic(min(n,V + 1)) n = 1, ... ,Lie - 1
11=0

(24)

(Initial Conditions)

(25)

(26)

The initial conditions (26) are obtained by assuming that the frame starts at a slot in

which i may transmit on Ace

If the stability condition (9) is satisfied, the system will eventually reach a steady state

such that:

(27)

As an example, when Lie = 1 we have that

(28)

while for Lie = 2 we get

(29)

(30)

(31)
Lie

~ Tic(n, Lit:)Pic (> Lit: - n)
n=O

In general, Tic ( n, Lie) may be determined by either solving the set of linear equations that

result from (23), (24), and (25), when we replace r~~)(n, Lie) with rie(n, Lie), or by iteratively

solving (23), (24), and (25) for r~~)(n,Lie),1 = 2,3, ... , until they converge to ric(n,Lic).

Then the probability of a packet arriving at station i been lost, given that the packet is

destined to a receiver listening on Ac and the buffer for that channel has a capacity of Lie

packets is

13



The probability that a packet arriving at station i has to be transmitted on channel X, is

just qie/ai, Therefore, the probability of packet loss for packets arriving at station i given a

partition of the Li.,maz buffers into C queues of sizes Lit, ••• ,Li C is

Qi(Lit , ... , L i C )

5.2 Buffer Partitioning

(32)

We now concentrate on the problem of partitioning the buffers available at the network sta

tions so that the packet loss probability is minimized. As before, due to buffer independence,

we may consider each source i separately. Our problem then reduces to obtaining, for all

i, queue sizes Lit, . . . ,L i C , such that Qi as given in (32) is minimized. One straightforward

method is to enumerate all potential partitions, Lit, ... , Li C , of the Li.,maz buffers into C

queues and evaluate the packet loss probability of each using (32). The best partition is the

one that yields the minimum such value.

The approach just described is obviously not feasible as it is prohibitively time consuming

even for moderate values of C and Li.,maz. We thus adopt a heuristic approach aimed at

obtaining a near-optimal partition. Our approach is based on the observation that Qic(L') ::;

Qie(L) for L' > L, and that Lic ~ 1 V c. The following heuristic starts with queue sizes

Lie = 1 V c and, assuming that there are more buffers to be allocated, iteratively increments

the queue size for the channel Ae that results in the highest decrease for the packet 1088

probability as given in (32).

Buffer Partitioning Heuristic (BPH)

1. Initialize Lit +- ... +- Lie +- 1 and Li,maz +- Li.,maz - C. Repeat Step 2 while

2. Find the channel Ae for which Iqic(Qic(Lic+1) - Qie(Lie)) I has the greatest value. Set

The complexity of the heuristic in terms of how many times (31) needs to be computed

can be determined as follows. At the initialization step, Qic(l) V c have to be evaluated.

Assuming that Li,ma.z > C, the first time Step 2 will be executed, the C values Qic(2) V c

will also be computed. From then on, each time Step 2 is executed only the value of Qic(l)
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for the channel Ac of which the queue was last incremented needs to be computed. Step 2

will be repeated Li,mo.z - C - 1 times, which is the number of times (31) will be used with

Li4; > 2. Observe also that it is possible to trade the quality of the heuristic for speed by

allocating buffers to the various queues in chunks of size greater than one in Step 2.

6 Numerical Results

6.1 Average Packet Delay ~.

We consider the 8-station mesh type, disconnected type, ring type and two-server traffic

matrices shown in Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6, respectively; the numbers in the matrices represent

Pij, the probability that a packet arriving at station i is addressed to station j. We let CTi =
a V i. This does not compromise the generality of our results, as the traffic characteristics

are determined by Pij. Figure 4 also shows the weighted TDM schedule of frame length

M = 21 produced by the Slot Allocation Heuristic (SAH) for the disconnected type traffic

matrix, C = 8 available wavelengths, and a = 0.70. We can see that, overall, SAR places

the slots assigned to each source-destination pair so that their distances are very close to the

ones dictated by 20. Similar observations can be made about the schedules for other traffic

matrices and different number of wavelengths not shown here.

For these four 8-node matrices we used SAR to produce optimized schedules for different

numbers of wavelengths, C = 2,4,8, and various values of 0". We then obtained through

simulation the delay and throughput curves of these schedules as 0" increases from 0.01 to

0.99, shown in Figures 3 through 6; the delay "is given in slots, and the throughput in packets

successfully received per slot. A value of 100 in the delay plots denotes an infinite value for

the average packet delay experienced under the given schedule and the given offered load,

a, The value of M m a z in SAH was set to 2,584. In the figures we also plot the delay and

throughput curves of the 1-TDMA* schedule for the corresponding traffic matrices; for a fair

comparison, whenever C < N, we used the same sets of receivers sharing each channel for

I-TDMA* as for the optimized schedules (i.e., those produced by WBH in Appendix A).

From the figures it is immediately evident that the schedules constructed by SAH outper

form I-TDMA* by a wide margin, in terms of both delay and throughput. In particular, there

are situations, as in Figure 5, when an optimized schedule with C = 2 channels achieves
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better performance than the 1-TDMA* schedule with the maximum number of channels,
G = 8. The poor performance of 1-TDMA* even at very low offered loads are due to the

fact that it assigns exactly one slot per frame to each source-channel pair. As a result, the

queue for source-channel pair (i, Ac ) will build up whenever M qic. > 1, i.e., when the average

number of packets for Ac arriving at source i within a frame is greater than 1. In Figure 5,

and for the 1-TDMA* schedule of frame length M == 7 (G == 8 channels), this condition is

satisfied when a > .204 for the source-channel pairs for which qic == Pic = 0.7. The optimized

schedules, on the other hand, assign a larger number of slots to source-channel pairs with

high values of qij, and thus, are able to..operate at significantly higher offered loads before
,. r- ..

their delay behavior is affected. In addition, "the slots assigned to a given source-channel pair

are placed in almost equal distances within the frame, which also guarantees a near-optimal

performance in terms of delay (see (20)).

The limitations of 1-TDMA*, and the potential for improvement by using the optimized

schedules are more pronounced when one considers larger size networks. In Figure 7 we plot

the delay and throughput curves for a 20-station ring-type traffic matrix (not shown here,

but similar to the one in Figure 5). As we can see, the delay under an 1-TDMA* schedule

with the maximum number of channels (C == 20) grows without bound even for offered loads

a < 0.1. In contrast, an optimized schedule with as few as G = 3 channels experiences finite

delays for a = 0.1, while one with G = 20 channels may operate under loads as high as

a = 0.9.

6.2 Packet Loss

We again consider the 8- and 20-station traffic matrices studied in the previous section..but

we now assume that each station employs a finite number of buffers, L i ,Tn4Z . Without loss of

generality, we let Li,mcu: = Lm.az V i. Our objective is to compare the packet loss probability

under two scenarios: (a) when the Li,maz buffers available at each station are allocated

according to the Buffer Partitioning Heuristic (BPH), and (b) when the Li,mtUJ buffers are

equally partitioned among the various channels. Only optimized schedules are considered in

this section.

Figures 8 to 10 plot the packet loss probability curves against the total number of buffers at

each station, L
mtIZ

, for various traffic matrices and various system parameters (0 = 8, a = 0.7
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and C == 4, (J" = 0.3 for the 8-station matrices, and C == 10,20, a == 0.3 for the 20-station

matrix). The curves were obtained through simulation. Label "EP" is used in the figures to

denote scenario (b) above, i.e., the equal sharing of buffers among the channels. The plots

indicate that, as the number of buffers increases, the buffer allocation determined by BPH

results in a performance improvement between one and four orders of magnitude over an

equal partitioning scheme, depending on the traffic matrix and system parameters and the

number of available channels.

7 Concluding Rernar-ks- ---

We have considered single-hop WDM networks in which access to the various channels is con

trolled by weighted transmission schedules. We have addressed the problems of minimizing

the delay and packet loss probability across the network. We have developed heuristics that

not only outperform previously proposed solutions, but also perform very well for communi

cation patterns one expects to encounter in realistic environments. Techniques such as these

are the first step towards lightwave WDM networks that dynamically adapt to changing

traffic patterns.
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(33)

A Channel Assignment

In deriving heuristics for Problems 1 and 2 we have assumed that the sets of receivers, Rc,
listening on the same wavelength, Ac , C = 1, ... , C, are given. We now focus on determining

how receivers are assigned to the various channels.. In [2] it is assumed that N = mC, and

that m receivers share each channel. Although this is a valid assumption under the uniform

traffic conditions considered there, the following two main issues need to be addressed in the

general case:

• Intuitively, the externally offered traffic load must be balanced across the various chan

nels, if the average packet delay or packet loss probability is to be minimized.

• Furthermore, whenever the total offered load is less than the network capacity [i.e.,

L:~l CTi < C), we would like to partition the receivers so that the load offered to each

channel is less than the channel capacity 10 (or, L:~1 a; L:jERc Pij = L:~1 qic < 1 'V c).

The problem of determining sets Rc can be stated concisely as:

Problem 3 Given the number of stations, N, the number of available wavelengths, C, and

the traffic parameters, CTiPij, i,j = 1, ... , N, partition the set of receivers, {I, ... , N}, into C

sets, R 1 , ••• , R c , with receivers in Rc sharing channel Ac ' 1 ~ c ~ C, so that (a) the offered

load is balanced across the C channels, and (b) the stability condition L:~1 qic < 1 holds for

all channels Ac •

We will first formulate the problem in a more general context, as follows. We are given a

set of N elements, and ui; > 0 is the weight associated with element ei. Our objective is to

partition this set into C < N subsets ~,c = 1, ... ,C, such that:

max {I L us; - L Wj I} is minimized
l~k,l~C eiEY.. ejEYi

v c : L ui; < W, W > 0
eiEYc

(34)

lONote that this may not be feasible in general, for instance, when there is one receiver i such that

L:~l triPij > 1.
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Let us first consider each of these problems in isolation. For C = 2, the problem defined

by (33) reduces to partitioning the set of elements into two subsets, Yi and 1'2, such that

I I:eiEYt Wi - I:ejEY2 Wj I is minimized. But the problem of whether there exists a partition

of the set of N elements into two subsets Yi and 1'2 such that I:eiEY
1

ui; = I:e. eY2 uu, is N P

complete [9, p. 223], and thus the minimization problem (33) for C = 2 is expected to be

hard. Similarly, (34) is the well-known bin packing problem, which also is NP-complete [9,

p. 226]. Thus, we do not expect to be able to find an exact solution to Problem 3 efficiently.

We now propose the following greedy procedure to construct the C subsets. The heuristic

first makes sure that each of the C elements with the largest weight is assigned to a different
,- - ,... - ,

subset. Then, it repeats adding the element with the highest weight among the ones not yet

considered to the set with the lowest total weight.

Weight Balancing Heuristic (WBH)

1. Sort elements e, in decreasing order of uu, Initialize ~ +- {ee}, c = 1, ... , C, a.nd

k ~ C + 1. Note that sets ~ are also sorted in decreasing order of I:eiEYc uu,

2. Set Yc ~ Yc U{eJ.,} and k ~ k+ 1. Sort ~,c = 1, ... , C, in decreasing order of L:iE~uu,

Repeat Step 2 while k < N.

For obtaining sets Rc we used as weight of receiver j the load offered to destination j:

Wi = L:~1 UiPij·
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